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EFFICIENT SIGNALING OVER ACCESS CHANNEL

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application claimspriority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial

No. 60/590,113, filed July 21, 2004, which is incorporated herein by referencein its

entirety.

BACKGROUND

Field

The invention relates generally to wireless communications, and more

specifically to data transmission in a multiple access wireless communication system.

Background

An access channelis used on the reverse link by an access terminal for initial

contact with an access point. The access terminal mayinitiate an access attempt in order

to request dedicated channels,to register, or to perform a handoff, etc. Before initiating

an access attempt, the access terminal receives information from the downlink channel

in order to determinethe strongest signal strength from nearby access points and acquire

downlink timing. The access terminalis then able to decode the information transmitted

by the given access point on a broadcast channel regarding choice of parameters

governing the access terminal’s access attempt.

In some wireless communication systems, an access channel refers both to a

probe and message being rendered. In other wireless communication systems, the

access channel refers to the probe only. Once the probe is acknowledged, a message

governing the access terminal’s access attemptis transmitted.

In an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) system, an

access terminal typically separates the access transmission to be transmitted on the

access channel into parts, a preamble transmission and a payload transmission. To

preventintra-cell interference due to lack of fine timing on the reverse link during the

access preamble transmission, a CDM-based preamble transmission may be time-

division-multiplexed with the rest of the transmissions(i.e., traffic, control, and access

payload). To access the system, the access terminal then randomly selects one PN
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[0008]

[0009]

sequence out of a group of PN sequences and sendsit as its preamble during the access

slot.

The access point searches for any preambles(i.e., all possible PN sequences)

that may have been transmitted during the access slot. Access preamble transmission

performance is measuredin termsofcollision probability, misdetection probability and

false alarm probability. Collision probability refers to the probability that a particular

pseudo-random (PN) sequence is chosen by more than one access terminal as its

preamble in the same access slot. This probability is inversely proportional to the

number of preamble sequences available. Misdetection probability refers to the

probability that a transmitted PN sequence is not detected by the base station. False

alarm probability refers to the probability that an access point erroneously declared that

a preamble has been transmitted while no preamble is actually transmitted. This

probability increases with the number ofpreambles available.

The access point then transmits an acknowledgment for each of the preambles

detected. The acknowledgement message may include a PN sequence detected, timing

offset correction, and index of the channel for access payload transmission. Access

terminal terminals whose PN sequenceis acknowledged can then transmit the respective

access payload using the assigned resource.

Because the access point has no prior knowledge of where the access terminal is

in the system (i.e. what its power requirements, buffer level, or quality of service may

be), the acknowledgement message is broadcasted at a power level high enough such

that all access terminals in the given cell can decode the message. The broadcast

acknowledgement is inefficient as it requires a disproportionate amount of transmit

power and/or frequency bandwidth to close the link. Thus, there is a need to more

efficiently send an acknowledgment message to access terminals in a given cell.

SUMMARY

Embodiments of the invention minimize use of a broadcast acknowledgement

channel during its preamble transmission. Embodiments of the invention further

addresses how information regarding forward link channel quality can beefficiently

signaled over the access channel during access preamble transmission.

In one embodiment, an apparatus and method for transmitting an indicator of

channel quality minimizing the use of a broadcast channel is described. A metric of
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forward link geometry of observed transmission signals is determined. An indicator of

channel quality value is determined as a function of the observed transmission signals.

An access sequenceis selected, randomly, from one group of a plurality of groups of

access sequences, wherein each of the plurality of groups of access sequences

correspondto different ranges of channel quality values.

The metric of forward link geometry may be determined as a function of

observed pilot signals, noise, and/or traffic on data channels. The quantity of access

sequencesin the plurality of groups access sequencesare distributed non-uniformly. In

an embodiment, the access sequencesare distributed to reflect the distribution of access

terminals about the access point. In another embodiment, the access sequences are
distributed in proportion to the number of access terminals that need a given amountof

power neededto send an indicator of acknowledgmentto the access terminal.

In another embodiment, a methodofpartitioning a plurality of access sequences,

is described. A probability distribution of a plurality of access terminals about an

access point is determined. The probability distribution is determinedas a function of a

plurality of access terminals having CQI values within a predetermined ranges. Groups

of access sequences are assigned in proportion to the probability distribution. Access

sequencescan be reassignedas a function ofa changein distribution ofaccess terminals

aboutthe accesspoint.

In yet another embodiment, an apparatus and method of transmitting an

acknowledgement of a detected access sequence is described. An access sequence is

received. The access sequence can be looked-up in a look-up table, stored in memory,

to determine at least one attribute of the given access terminal (as a function of the

access sequence). The attribute can be information such as a channel quality indicator,

a buffer level and a quality of service indicator. Information is then transmitted to the

access terminal, where the information is commensurate and consistent with the

attribute. Information transmitted may include an indicator of acknowledgment. The

indicator of acknowledgment may be transmitted over a shared signalling channel

(SSCH).

Various aspects and embodiments of the invention are described in further detail]

below.
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